Amperometric glucose biosensor based on layer-by-layer covalent attachment of AMWNTs and IO(4)(-)-oxidized GOx.
Multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) functionalized with amino groups were prepared via silane treatment using 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APS) as a silane-coupling agent. The resultant amino terminated MWNTs (AMWNTs) were applied to construct glucose biosensors with IO(4)(-)-oxidized glucose oxidase (IO(4)(-)-oxidized GOx) through the layer-by-layer (LBL) covalent self-assembly method without any cross-linker. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) indicated that the assembled AMWNTs were almost in a form of small bundles or single nanotubes, and the surface density increased uniformly with the number of GOx/AMWNTs bilayers. From the analysis of voltammetric signals, a linear increment of the coverage of GOx per bilayer was estimated. The resulting biosensor showed excellent catalytic activity towards the electroreduction of dissolved oxygen at low overvoltage, based on which glucose concentration was monitored conveniently. The enzyme electrode exhibited good electrocatalytic response towards the glucose and that response increased with the number of GOx/AMWNTs bilayers, suggesting that the analytical performance such as sensitivity and detection limit of the glucose biosensors could be tuned to the desired level by adjusting the number of deposited GOx/AMWNTs bilayers. The biosensor constructed with four bilayers of GOx/AMWNTs showed high sensitivity of 7.46 microA mM(-1)cm(-2) and the detection limit of 8.0 microM, with a fast response less than 10s. Because of relative low applied potential, the interference from other electro-oxidizable compounds was minimized, which improved the selectivity of the biosensors. Furthermore, the obtained enzyme electrodes also showed remarkable stability due to the covalent interaction between the GOx and AMWNTs.